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Dear Friends, 

It was a pure joy to spend time with so many people from all different places in the UK. I want to thank all of the 
churches that I visited for the warm welcome and giving me this privilege of talking about our work in Poland 
and sharing from the Word of God with you. I hope my little input did bring some encouragement and edification 
to the churches.  

I want to thank all the EMF workers who were responsible for organising my deputation. It was a tremendous 
job! But I especially want to thank all the hosts that I stayed with. Forgive me that I am not going to mention all 
of your names here, but please be assured that I enjoyed staying with you. Often it is emphasised that deputation 
is a demanding time for a missionary due to visiting many places and staying with different people, sleeping in 
different beds every night etc. But let’s not forget that hosting such a person is also a challenge for it is a 
disruption of our everyday normal lives. Especially if the visitor comes from a different culture which often is 
the case! So thank you for your great hospitality and commitment and all the edifying conversations and the 
books! (I’ve brought 15kg of them!). 

My return to Poland went quite well. The pressure change during the flight had blocked my ears for more than 
a week, but after visiting my GP who prescribed some simple medicines for me the problem has nearly gone. For 
the first week those blocked ears were causing a feeling of distraction and anxiety and I could not find my place 
here, but I am better now and I am coming back to normal activities.  

Last Sunday we started a mini series linked to the incarnation. I preached about the Great Problem of sin. Next 
Sunday God willing I will preach about the Great Resolution (Christ’s coming). The third sermon will be preached 
by Ben and it will include an idea of Great Renewal in Christ.  

We are planning to have two Christmas services with lunch. On 19th December we are going to have it in Łuków 
hoping that some people from Siedlce will also join us. On 26th there will be a Christmas service in Siedlce. We 
hope that many people will join us. 

Please continue to pray for: 

- Adam, Kamil and Konrad and his wife 
- Advent devotional distribution 
- Daga’s driving test 

With love and many blessings 

Adam and Dagmara 
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